Seoul Declaration
on
Promotion of National Social Protection Floors for All by
Economic and Social Councils and Similar Institutions
We, representatives from Economic and Social Councils and Similar Institutions (ESC-SIs), participating in the international conference on “The role of
ESC-SIs and social dialogue in the implementation of social protection
floors for all”, hosted by the AICESIS-ILO-Korean Economic and Social
Development Commission on 20-21 November 2014 in Seoul,
Recalling that the ILO Social Protection Floors Recommendation, 2012 (No.
202) calls on ILO member States to formulate and implement national social
security extension strategies, based on national consultations through effective social dialogue and broad participation,
Determined to advance inclusive development and social justice,
Reaffirming that achieving social protection for all is a crucial goal for the
realization of the human right to social security, for preventing and reducing
poverty and inequality,
Considering the institutional role of Economic and Social Councils and
Similar Institutions of facilitating broad social dialogue processes and
consultations amongst representative organizations of employers and workers, as well as other relevant and representative organizations of persons
concerned, for promoting the establishment and the expansion of social
protection floors and for ensuring that any social security reform is fair and
sustainable

Recognize that :
While the need for social protection is widely recognized, the fundamental human
right to social security remains unfulfilled for the majority of the world’s population. Only 27 per cent of the global population enjoys access to comprehensive
social security systems, whereas 73 per cent are covered partially or not at all.
Social security protects and empowers people, contributes to boosting economic
demand and accelerating recovery. It has proven to be a powerful stabilizer in times
of economic crisis as observed during the recent global economic downturn. It is
an economic and social necessity for inclusive development and progress.
There is an urgent need to build national Social Protection Floors, as called for in
Recommendation No. 202 by which member States agreed to formulate and
implement national social security extension strategies based on effective social
dialogue and broad participation.
Most middle-income and low income countries are boldly expanding their social
protection systems, demonstrating a powerful example of inclusive development.
However, a number of countries are reforming their social protection systems for
cost-savings as a result of fiscal consolidation policies. These policies lead to
cutting welfare coverage, reducing benefits and limiting access to quality public
services, with significant adverse social impacts.
The ESC-SIs can play a critical role to ensure adequate levels of social protection
and that any reform of social security, including financial sustainability, is the
subject of an effective social dialogue and consultations and not decided unilaterally. Through national consensus building, ESC-SIs can contribute to the formulation or reform of optimal social protection systems that are in accordance with
national circumstances, as well as to the implementation and monitoring of progress by involving the main social, economic and political actors concerned.
The ILO and AICESIS consider that it is critical therefore to strengthen the capacities of ESC-SIs so that the latter can play an effective role in the area of social
protection. Recalling that the common goals of the ILO and the AICESIS were
highlighted at the joint International Conference on the “Social Protection Floor for
an Inclusive and Fair Globalization” held in Geneva in May 2012. The Seoul
Declaration aims at mobilizing the ESC-SIs on this strategic issue and strengthening their role in this framework.

We are determined to :
Reinforce actions at the national level and with regard to different crucial players
(Government, Parliament, representative organizations of employers and workers,
Economic and Social Councils and Similar Institutions, as well as other relevant
and representative organizations of persons concerned) in order to play a key role
as social dialogue platforms in support of the promotion and recognition of the
importance of comprehensive social protection for all.

We the ESC-SIs propose the following action :
At national level, as key platforms for tripartite and enlarged consultations and
deliberations on economic and social policies and for building consensus, we the
ESC-SIs commit to use our best endeavor to:
,QFOXGH6RFLDO3URWHFWLRQ)ORRUVRQRXUDJHQGDVJLYHSULRULW\WRHQJDJHPHQW
in the field of social protection in line with the Recommendation No. 202 and
help shape national dialogues, committing time and resources required to this
end;
3DUWLFLSDWHDFWLYHO\LQWKHIRUPXODWLRQLPSOHPHQWDWLRQDQGPRQLWRULQJRI
social protection floors and other objectives of national social security extension strategies;
3URPRWHFRQVXOWDWLRQSURFHVVHVLQFDVHRIWKHLQWURGXFWLRQRIVRFLDOVHFXULW\
reforms and fiscal adjustment to ensure adequate benefits and the safeguard
of fair social protection systems;
6XSSRUWDFWLYHO\WKHPDLQSULQFLSOHVRIWKH6RFLDO3URWHFWLRQ)ORRUV5HFRPmendation No. 202; undertake proactive advocacy efforts and awareness-raising among the stakeholders and the general public on the key role of social
protection for national development; and contribute to forging virtuous
alliances in favor of the elaboration of national social security extension strategies;
*LYHGXHFRQVLGHUDWLRQWRWKHJXLGDQFHJLYHQE\UHOHYDQW,/2LQVWUXPHQWVLQ
the area of Social Dialogue, especially the Tripartite Consultation (International Labour Standards) Convention No. 144; and
,QYLWHWKH,/2WRLQLWLDWHGiscussions with the international financial institutions to include in their respective agendas the fight against poverty and the
promotion of social justice.

We the AICESIS propose the following action :
Favor exchanges of information, experiences and good practices between
individual ESC-SIs concerning their contributions, and their specific roles in
designing and implementing social protection floors for all;
Undertake follow-up actions to the Seoul Conference which will be presented at the General Assembly meeting in Moscow in 2015 including specific
initiatives aiming at reinforcing ESC-SIs’ capacities to support the implementation of national Social Protection Floors at country level; and
Document efforts and achievements of ESC-SIs in promoting the implementation of Social Protection Floors, and promote social and civil dialogue in
case of social security reforms, and provide recommendations for complementary measures that ESC-SIs could take.

We the ILO propose the following action :
Promote social dialogue and consultation with tripartite partners and other
relevant and representative organizations of persons concerned, with the
support of broad platforms such as ESC-SIs, in the formulation and implementation of national social protection reforms and strategies;
Monitor social protection trends and provide policy tools and training to
support social dialogue, regarding both the expansion of social protection floors and other possible reforms of social security systems; and
Offer its expertise to ESC-SIs to formulate strategies that aim at establishing socially and economically adequate and sustainable national
social security systems according to the principles of Social Security
(Minimum Standards) Convention, 1952 (No. 102).

Seoul, 21 November 2014

ᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙↽ᱡᖁ᷾ḥᨱš⦽
ᕽᬙᖁᨙྙ

ᬑญᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡʑǍ Ğᱽᔍ⫭᭥ᬱ⫭ၰᮁᔍʑǍ ݡ⢽ॅᮡ֥ᬵ 
ᯝ ᧲ᯝe ǎᱽיᔍᱶʑǍᩑ⧊  ǎᱽ࠺יʑǍ əญŁ ⦽ǎĞᱽᔍ⫭ၽᱥ
יᔍᱶ᭥ᬱ⫭aᵝ↽⦹ᩍĐᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙↽ᱡᖁᯕ⧪Ⅺḥᮥ᭥⦽ᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡ
ʑǍ᮹ᩎ⧁đᯕ۵ᵝᱽಽᕽᬙᨱᕽᩕฑǎᱽ⍉⟝ᜅᨱₙa⦹ᩍ 
ᔍ⫭ᱢᱶ᮹᪡⧉̹⡍ᬊᱢၽᱥᮥᯕʑ᭥⧕
༉ࢱෝ᭥⦽ᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙aᯙe᮹ᔍ⫭ᅕᰆǭญ᮹ᝅ⩥ ኩŅᩩႊŝ⇶ᗭ
əญŁ⡍ᬊᱢၽᱥ᮹Ⅺḥᨱᯩᨕᵲ⦽ݡ༊⢽ᯥᮥᰍ⪶ᯙ⦹Ł 
⬉ŝᱢᯙᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡ᪡⡎մᮡₙᩍෝ☖⦽ǎaᱢ⩲᮹ෝʑၹᮝಽ⫭ᬱǎ
ॅ᮹ᔍ⫭ᅕᰆ⪶ݡᱥఖ᮹ᙹพŝᝅ⧪ᮥⅪǍ⦹۵ǎᱽ࠺יʑǍ᮹֥
ᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙↽ᱡᖁᨱ⦽ݡǭŁ /P ෝᔢʑ⦹໑
ᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡʑǍa ⡎մᮡ ᔍ⫭ᱢ ⥥ ⪵ݡಽᖙᜅ᪡ ᇩᨕ ᔍᬊᯱ᪡ ɝಽᯱ
ݡ⢽ ʑǍ ၰ ݅ෙ ᯕ⧕šĥᯱ ݡ⢽ʑǍ᪡᮹ ⩲᮹ෝ ᳑ᖒ⦹Ł  ᔍ⫭ᱢ ᅕ⪙
↽ᱡᖁ᮹ ⪶ݡෝ Ⅺḥ⦹Ł ༉ु ᔍ⫭ ᅕᰆ }⩢ᯕ Ŗᱶ⦹Ł ᱢᱩ⦹í ⩲᮹
ࡹࠥಾᅕᰆ⦹۵ᬑᖁᱢ᭥⊹ᨱᯩᮭᮥŁಅ⦹ᩍ

ᬑญ۵݅ᮭᔍ⧎ᮥᯙ⦽݅
ᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙᮹⦥ᖒᯕձญᯙࡹŁᯩʑ۵⦹ḡอ ᩍᱥ⯩ᖙĥᯙǍ᮹ᱩၹ
ᯕᔢᯕᔍ⫭ᅕᰆ᮹ʑᅙᱢǭญෝ∊ᇥ⯩ᅕᰆၼḡ༜⦹Łᯩ݅ᖙĥᯙǍ᮹
อᯕ⡍ᬊᱢᔍ⫭ᅕᰆᱽࠥ᮹⩽┾ᮥၼŁᯩᮝ໑ ӹນḡ۵ᯝᇡอ
⩽┾ᮥၼÑӹᱥ⩡⩽┾ᮥၼḡ༜⦹Łᯩ݅

ᔍ⫭ ᅕᰆᮡ ᔍ௭ॅᮥ ᅕ⪙⦹Ł ǭ⦽ᮥ ᇡᩍ⦹໑  Ğᱽᱢ ᙹ ᷾a᪡ ⫭ᅖ
Ⅺḥᨱʑᩍ⦽݅Ğᱽ᭥ʑa݆ⅅᮥভᔍ⫭ᅕᰆᯕvಆ⦽ᦩᱥᰆ⊹ᩎ⧁ᮥ
⦽݅۵ ᔍᝅᮡ ↽ɝ ᖙĥ Ğᱽ ⋉ℕෝ ☖⧕ ᷾ࡽ ၵ ᯩ݅ ə్အಽ ᔍ⫭
ᅕᰆᮡ⡍ᬊᱢၽᱥŝḥᅕෝ᭥⧕ၹऽ⦥⦽Ğᱽ·ᔍ⫭ᱢᗭᯕ݅
⫭ᬱǎॅ᮹ ⬉ŝᱢᯙ ᔍ⫭ᱢ ⪵ݡ᪡ ⡎մᮡ ₙᩍෝ ☖⦽ ǎaᙹᵡ᮹ ⩲᮹ෝ
ʑၹᮝಽ ǎa݉᭥᮹ ᔍ⫭ ᅕᰆ ⪶ ݡᱥఖ ᙹพŝ ᝅ⧪ᮥ ᧞ᗮ⦽ ǎᱽ࠺י
ʑǍ᮹ ֥ ᔍ⫭ᱢ ᅕ⪙ ↽ᱡᖁ ǭŁ /P  ᨱᕽ ⅪǍ⦹ॐ  ǎa᮹
ᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙↽ᱡᖁ⪶พᯕɪ⦽ᝅᱶᯕ݅
ݡᇡᇥ᮹ᵲeᗭाၰᱡᗭाǎaॅᮡᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙ᜅ▽⪶ݡෝŝq⦹í
⇵ḥᵲᯕ໑ ᯕ۵ᔍ⫭ၽᱥᨱᯩᨕvಆ⦽Ʊ⬩ᮥᵝŁᯩ݅
ə్ӹฯᮡǎaॅᯕᰍᱶÕᱥ⪵ၰʕ⇶ᱶ₦ᮥᝅ⧪⦹໕ᕽእᬊᱩqᮥ᭥⧕
ᅖḡჵ᭥᪡⩽┾ᮥᵥᯕŁ᧲ḩ᮹ŖŖᕽእᜅᨱ⦽ݡᱲɝᖒᮥᱽ⦽⦹۵॒
ᔍ⫭ᅕᰆᱽࠥෝ}⩢⦹Łᯩᮝ໑ ᯕಽᯙ⧕ᔍ⫭ᱢᮝಽᔢᦦ⦽ݚᩢ⨆ᯕᮁၽ
ࡹŁᯩ݅
ᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡʑǍ۵ᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙aᱢᱶᙹᵡᮝಽᯕᨕḡࠥಾ⦹۵ߑᵲ⦽
ᩎ⧁ᮥ⧁ᐱอᦥܩ ᰍᱶᱢḡᗮa܆ᖒᮥ⡍⧉⦽༉ुᔍ⫭ᅕᰆ}⩢ᯕ
⬉ŝᱢᯙᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡ᪡⩲᮹᮹ݡᔢᯕࡹᨕ⦹໑ እŖ}ᱢᮝಽ}⩢ᨱ⦽ݡ
đᱶᯕ ᯕᨕḡḡ ᦫࠥಾ ⦹۵ߑ đᱶᱢ ᩎ⧁ᮥ ⦽݅ ᔍ⫭ᱢ ⪵ݡʑǍ۵
ǎၝᱢŖq⩶ݡᖒᮥ☖⧕ǎaᄥᔢ⫊ᨱ฿⇹↽ᱢ᮹ᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙ᜅ▽᮹
⪶พੱ۵ə్⦽ᜅ▽ᮝಽ᮹}⩢ᨱʑᩍ⧁ᙹᯩᮥᐱอᦥܩᔍ⫭ Ğᱽ 
ᱶ⊹ᱢ ݚᔍᯱॅ᮹ ₙᩍෝ ᯕҭᨕԥᮝಽ៉ ə ḥᱥᮥ ᙹ⧪⦹Ł ༉░ܩยᮥ
⦹۵ߑʑᩍ⧁ᙹᯩ݅
ǎᱽ࠺יʑǍ᪡ ǎᱽיᔍᱶʑǍᩑ⧊ᮡ ᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡʑǍ᮹ ᩎప v⪵a ๅᬑ
ᵲ⦹໑ᯕෝ☖⧕ᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡʑǍaᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙ᇥᨱᕽ⬉ŝᱢᯙᩎ⧁ᮥ⧁
ᙹ ᯩᮥ äᯕ ᔾb⦽݅ Đ⡍ᬊᱢᯕŁ Ŗᱶ⦽ ᖙĥ⪵ෝ ᭥⦽ ᔍ⫭ᱢ ᅕ⪙
↽ᱡᖁđᯕ۵ᵝᱽಽ֥ᬵᱽօၵᨱᕽᩕฑǎᱽŖ࠺⍉⟝ᜅᨱᕽ
ǎᱽ࠺יʑǍ᪡ǎᱽיᔍᱶʑǍᩑ⧊᮹Ŗ࠺༊⢽av᳑ࡹᨩᮭᮥᔢʑ⦹໑ 
ᯕჩ ᕽᬙ ᖁᨙྙᮡ ᦿᕽ ᨙɪࡽ ᱥఖᱢ ᯕᛩ᪡ šಉ⦽ ᔍ⫭ᱢ ⪵ݡʑǍ᮹
ᩎపᮥ࠺ᬱ⦹Łᯕᨱ⦽ݡᩎ⧁ᮥv⪵⦹۵äᮥ༊⢽ಽ⦽݅

ᬑญ۵݅ᮭԕᬊᮥđ᮹⦽݅
⡍ťᱢᯙᔍ⫭ᅕᰆᱽࠥԕᨱᕽ༉ࢱෝ᭥⦽ᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙᮹ᵲᖒᮥญŁ
ᯙᱽŁෝ ḡᬱ⦹۵ߑ ᯩᨕ ᔍ⫭ᱢ ⥭ ⪵ݡఌ⡝ᮝಽᕽ᮹ ⧖ᝍ ᩎ⧁ᮥ ⦹ʑ
᭥⧕ǎa₉ᬱᨱᕽəญŁᕽಽ݅ෙᵝᵝℕ ᱶᇡ ǎ⫭ ᔍᬊᯱ᪡ɝಽᯱ
ݡ⢽᳑Ḣ ᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡʑǍᐱᦥܩᩍ┡᮹šĥᯱၰšಉݡ⢽᳑Ḣ ॅᨱ
šಉࡽ⧪࠺ᮥv⪵⦽݅

ᬑญ ᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡʑǍ۵݅ᮭ⧪࠺ᮥᱽᦩ⦽݅
ǎaᱢ ₉ᬱᨱᕽ Ğᱽᔍ⫭ ᱶ₦ᨱ ⩲ ⦽ݡ᮹᪡ Ŗq⩶ ݡᖒᮥ ᭥⦽ ᔍ⫭ᱢ
⪵ݡ᮹⧖ᝍ⥭ఌ⡝ᮝಽᕽᬑญᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡʑǍ۵݅ᮭŝzᮡ⧪࠺ᮥ᧞ᗮ⦽݅
ᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙↽ᱡᖁᮥᬑญ᮹ᱽᨱ⡍⧉┅Łᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙}⩢ᨱ᮹ₙᩍᨱ
ᬑᖁᙽ᭥ෝ ᇡᩍ⦹Ł ǎaᙹᵡ᮹ ⪵ݡෝ ḡᬱ⦹໑  ᯕෝ ᭥⧕ eŝ
ᯱᬱᮥ⚍ᯱ⦽݅
ᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙↽ᱡᖁŝᔍ⫭ᅕᰆ⪶ݡᱥఖ᮹݅ෙ༊⢽ॅᮥᖅᱶ ⧪ 
༉░ܩย⦹۵ߑᱢɚₙᩍ⦽݅
ᔍ⫭ᅕᰆ}⩢ੱ۵ᅖḡq⇶᮹Ğᬑ⩲᮹⥥ಽᖙᜅෝⅪḥ⦹ᩍᰍᱶ᳑ᱶ
ʑᨱᱢᱶᙹᵡ᮹ᅖḡ⩽┾ŝŖᱶ⦽ᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙ᜅ▽ᯕᅕᰆࢁᙹ
ᯩࠥಾ⦽݅
ᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙↽ᱡᖁᨱ⦽ݡǭŁྙᱽ⪙᮹ᵝᬱ⊺ॅᮥᱢɚḡᬱ
⦹Łǎaၽᱥᨱᕽ᮹ᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙᮹⧖ᝍᩎ⧁ᨱ⦽ݡᯕ⧕šĥᯱॅŝ
ݡᵲ᮹ ᯙᮥ ᱽŁ⦹໑ ࠺܆ᱢᮝಽ ḡḡ יಆᮥ ⠝⊽݅ ੱ⦽  ᔍ⫭ᱢ
ᅕ⪙ }⩢᮹ ᖅĥᨱ ᯩᨕ ᔍ⫭ᱢ ⪵ݡa aḡ۵ ᵲ⦽ ᩎ⧁ᮥ ญ໑
ǎa᮹ᔍ⫭ᅕᰆ⪶ݡᱥఖᮥḡḡ⦹۵ᩑݡǍ⇶ᨱʑᩍ⦽݅
ᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡᇥᨱᕽǎᱽ࠺יʑǍ᮹šಉᙹ݉ ✚⯩ᯱ⩲᮹ ǎᱽ࠺י
ʑᵡ šಉ⩲᧞ᱽ⪙᮹ʑᵡᮥ∊ᇥ⯩Łಅ⦽݅
*-0ᨱኩŅ♕⊹᪡ᔍ⫭ᱶ᮹Ⅺḥšಉ*-0᮹ᱽॅᮥǎᱽɩᮖʑšॅŝ
ᱢɚᱢᮝಽם᮹⧁ᙹᯩࠥಾℎ⦽݅

ᬑญ ǎᱽיᔍᱶʑǍᩑ⧊ "*$&4*4 ᮡ݅ᮭ⧪࠺ᮥᱽᦩ⦽݅
༉ࢱෝ᭥⦽ᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙↽ᱡᖁ᮹ᖅĥၰᯕ⧪ əญŁǎၝᱢ⧊᮹ᨱ
ʑၹ⦹ᩍᅖḡ}⩢ᯕᯕᨕḡࠥಾ⦹۵ᩎ⧁ŝᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡʑǍ᮹ᔍ⫭
ʑᩍ᪡šಉ⦹ᩍᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡʑǍeᱶᅕ Ğ⨹ ༉ჵᔍಡෝŖᮁ⦽݅
 ǎa₉ᬱ᮹ ᔍ⫭ᱢ ᅕ⪙ ↽ᱡᖁ ᝅ⩥ᮥ ḡᬱ⦹۵ߑ ᯩᨕ ᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡ
ʑǍ᮹ᩎపv⪵ෝ༊ᱢᮝಽ⦹۵Ǎℕᱢᯕܩᖵ❑ቭॅᮥ⡍⧉⦹Ł༉ु
ᅖḡ}⩢᮹Ŗ}☁ುᮥݕᅕ⦹۵ᕽᬙ⍉⟝ᜅ᮹⬥ᗮ᳑⊹ෝʑ⦹ݡ໑
༉ᜅⓍၵⅾ⫭ᨱᱽ⇽ࢁᙹᯩࠥಾ⦽݅
ᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙↽ᱡᖁ᮹ᝅ⩥ᮥⅪḥ⦹۵ߑᯩᨕᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡʑǍ᮹יಆŝ
ᖒŝෝ ᱱá⦹Ł ᔍ⫭ ᅕᰆ }⩢  ᔍ⫭ᱢ ⪵ݡෝ ᰆಅ⦹໑ ᔍ⫭ᱢ
⪵ݡʑǍ۵ᅕ᪥ႊᦩᮥǭŁ⦽݅

ᬑญ ǎᱽ࠺יʑǍ *-0 ۵݅ᮭ⧪࠺ᮥᱽᦩ⦽݅
ᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡʑǍ᪡zᮡ⡍ťᱢᯙ⥭ఌ⡝᮹ḡᬱᮥၼᦥᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙}⩢ŝ
ᱥఖ᮹ᙹพၰᝅ⧪ᨱᯩᨕיᔍᱶᯱeəญŁ݅ෙᯕ⧕šĥᯱݡ⢽
݉ℕॅŝ᮹ᔍ⫭ᱢ⪵ݡၰ⩲᮹ෝⅪḥ⦽݅
ᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙✙౭ऽෝ༉░ܩย⦹Łᔍ⫭ᱢᅕ⪙↽ᱡᖁ᮹⪶ݡᐱᦥܩ
ᰍᱶÕᱥ⪵ᱶ₦ᮝಽᯙ⦽ᔍ⫭ᅕᰆᱽࠥ⇶ᗭੱ۵}⩢ᮥ⡍⧉⦹ᩍə᪡
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